Access Wireless Data Solutions adds Accelerated to it comprehensive LTE wireless
product line to satisfy demand for wireless WAN failover.
December 13th, 2016. Tampa, FL. Accelerated announced today that Access Wireless Data
Solutions has signed on as a value-added reseller. This enables Access Wireless Data Solutions
to offer their customers the award-winning 6300-CX LTE Router for business continuity and
primary LTE environments. The 6300-CX integrates seamlessly with existing IT networking
equipment, such as a dedicated firewall, to deliver a high performance LTE backup connection
that eliminates network downtime.
“We’re excited to add Accelerated to our comprehensive line of mobile networking devices,” said
Dave Schwarz, President of Access Wireless Data Solutions. “The 6300-CX LTE Router provides
customers with an affordable, wireless solution they can depend on when access to their land line
is interrupted.”
Mark Savage, Director of Channels at Accelerated, said, “as the cost of Internet outages continues
to rise, we are committed to working with Access Wireless to support their efforts to eliminate
downtime for their customers by deploying the 6300-CX LTE Router.”
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About Access Wireless Data Solutions - Access - the first word in wireless M2M Solutions
Lutz, Florida-based Access Wireless Data Solutions (AWDS) is a major source of commercial and industrial
wireless data communications products supporting both fixed and mobile applications. As a leading
distributor and value-added reseller, AWDS has formed strategic business relationships to both represent
and offer a broad range of products and services for industry-leading OEM manufacturers.
Focusing specifically on Machine-to-Machine (M2M) and Internet of Things (IoT), Access Wireless
collaborates with businesses that require wireless data communications infrastructure to support remote
access for connectivity, data collection and for managing assets in the field.
Our alliances with major US based cellular network service carriers provide us the advantage of quick
modem activations and setup times for our customers. Our outstanding, in-house technical support and our
commitment to superior customer service differentiate us from our competition. Learn more at
https://accesswds.com or follow us on Facebook and Twitter @AccessWDS.

About Accelerated - Connected Is Everything™
Innovator and leading designer of VPN, cellular, and OEM solutions specializing in global cellular data
network communications, Accelerated’s industry-leading hardware and software solutions provide primary
and failover fixed wireless data connectivity for business continuity and cloud-based network management.
Since the creation of its flagship NetBridge product in 2006, Accelerated continues to innovate its line of
cellular hardware, network management software, and network function virtualization (NFV)
technology.
Accelerated offers a range of wireless WAN (WWAN) products including the 6300-CX and 6300-LX series
of LTE, 4G, and 3G router products ideal for retail or branch locations or even Machine to Machine (M2M)
and Internet of Things (IoT) environments. More advanced communication technologies such as its 5301DC Dial-to-IP™ Converter and its 5400-RM Cellular Out-of-Band (OOB) Remote Manager, a compact,
high-performance, remote network management platform complement its product line. All Accelerated
products can be centrally managed using the Accelerated View™ cloud-based network management
software.
Accelerated is headquartered in Tampa, Florida, with offices in Chicago and Brisbane, Australia. For more
information, visit Accelerated.com.
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